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Executive Summary
The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and
attractive medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational educational cooperation
across Europe will be facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried
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out on the European education policy dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster
media literacy to schools. It will provide a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for
students with special educational needs; it will be enriched with interdisciplinary teaching
materials for school education at a European level; it will be integrated in modern
educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community with the
necessary tools for the cultivation of communication skills, participation of every European
learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements
through the Student Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the
existing “European School Radio” ( http://europeanschoolradio.eu ), which has been
operating in Greece for the last six years with great success.

The aim of is to develop a useful booklet for all the stakeholders and partners, and especially
for educators and school students so that everybody involved in the project will have a
common reference and understanding.
The booklet facilitates two purposes, the one is to provide the basic understandings namely
the main concepts, terms and definitions of the Web Radio, and the second is to provide
specific guidance to educators and students, on how to create radio productions (shows etc)
and also code of conduct for radio producers, which acts as a “radio etiquette”.

Introduction
The aim of this section is to provide the intellectual output 1, Activity 1, Task 1 Radio and
Web Radio Terms, Definitions and Radio Etiquette – A Booklet. This part of the Intellectual
Output 1 named - WEB RADIO MODEL, ACTIVITY and Activity 1 named Web Understandings.
A thorough analysis of the current operating network web radio and platform, European
School Radio, Greece, HTTP://EUROPEANSCHOOLRADIO.EU

1.1 Scope
The present document is the Deliverable 01/A1/T1 which creates a useful booklet for all the
stakeholders and partners, and especially for educators and school students. The booklet
facilitates stakeholders to have a common understanding of the issues involved with
NEStOR.
The booklet in particular, provides definitions and also guides and a radio etiquette for the
web radio producers. In more details, it provides the basic understandings namely the main
concepts, terms and definitions of the Web Radio, and the second is to provide specific
guidance to educators and students, on how to create radio productions (shows etc) and
also code of conduct for radio producers, which acts as a “radio etiquette”.

1.2 Audience
The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school
partners), the NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the public interested in this
project.
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1.3 Target Groups
The target group of this report is all the web radio producers namely the educators and the
school students. In addition, all other partners and stakeholders that have any interest in
NEStOR and has been identified for the project before (in the proposal or other documents).

1.4 Content Management
The project’s content plan will be guided by the project deliverables within the project
lifecycle. This project deliverable is due to Month 6 and submitted for the first assessment
seminal report.

1.5 Structure
Table of Contents
Chapter 1 - Understanding Concepts, Terms and Definitions
1.1 Terms and Definitions
1.2 Concepts
2.2 What would the Web Radio for Schools Involve?

Chapter 2 - Making Happen: Guides and Guidance
2.1 The producer at work
2.2 Radio Presentation -Voice and sounds
2.3 Guides and Rules for School Radio Show Production
2.4 Preparing a “flow” / “cue” sheet for broadcasting
2.5 School Radio Team – Overall Actions
2.6 Creating a radio short “radio spot” - A quick guide
2.7 A Short Radio etiquette (broadcast etiquette)
2.8 A Radio etiquette (mainly on Live shows)
APPENDICES
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Chapter 1 - Understanding Concepts,
Terms and Definitions
This first chapter has the aim to be a helper of the basic understandings for the main concepts, terms
and definitions of the Web Radio, so that everybody involved will have a common reference and
understandings. First, the reader will find a list of definitions, not in alphabetical order, but in a
meaningful one that makes more sense, in a natural flow. Later, a more detailed analysis of the
concepts involved is attempted in order to go deeper in the meanings and concepts.

1.1 Terms and Definitions
The “Radio”
1

The Cambridge dictionary defines the term “radio” , the noun pronounced in UK /ˈreɪ.di.əʊ/ and in
US /ˈreɪ.di.oʊ/ and having as plural “radios”. Here are the meanings:
-a piece of electronic equipment used for listening to radio broadcasts: examples, “a car radio”, “I
switched on the radio”.
- the programmes that you hear when you listen to the radio: examples, “I heard a good programme
on the radio last night”, “I don't listen to radio much”.
- the system or work of broadcasting sound programme for the public to listen to: examples ”a local
radio station”, “She’s got some kind of job in radio”.
-a piece of electronic equipment that can send and receive spoken
messages or signals, or the messages or signals that are sent or
received: examples ”We sent a message over the radio/by radio”,
“The children got radio-controlled toy cars for Christmas”.
The use of wireless for popular broadcasting was a consequence of
the world war of 1914-18. The fighting services needed improved
equipment and large numbers of wireless operators; hundreds of
thousands of men were trained in wireless signaling. It was these
men who on their return to civil life led the demand for
2
broadcasting services.
Find more on Radio and History in
https://www.britannica.com/topic/radio

Sound
We hear as a result of the pressure waves set up in the air by vibrating objects. These pressure waves
impinge upon our ear-drums causing them to vibrate at the same frequency as the source and with
proportionate amplitude. But for our ears to detect these pressure changes they have to be within a
1

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/radio
Aspinall Richard (1971), Radio Programme Production:a manual for training, UNESCO,Published in
1971 by the United Nations, Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, pp15
2

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0000/000012/001245eo.pdf
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certain range of frequencies and have sufficient intensity.
The range of frequencies heard by human beings is known as the audio spectrum and it embraces all
the frequencies between about 20 and 20,000 Hz. The actual range of the spectrum, however, varies
3
from one person to another .

Sound effects
Sound effects are any sound, other than music or
speech, artificially reproduced to create an effect in a
dramatic presentation, as the sound of a storm or a
4
creaking door . Any producer regularly engaged should
set about building a small collection of sound effects; is
not costly to acquire and can generally be built up from
junk. In addition, on the Internet there is a plethora of
free sound effects, paid or free.

Radio Programme
An item broadcast between stated times on radio or television.

The Studio
The studio-suite: is the studio and its associated control centre
and works as the workshop of broadcasting. A thorough
knowledge of its characteristics and facilities is essential for any
5
radio producer .

Microphone
An instrument capable of capturing sound waves and to
generate or modulate with them an electric current or voltage
usually for the purpose of transmitting or recording sound (as
6
speech or music) .

The Loudspeaker, the Headphones
The loudspeaker is generally a high-quality unit giving faithful
reproduction of studio and recorded sounds. The Headphones, is an
earphone held over the ear by a band worn on the head to listen to
7
live or recorded audio .

The mixing panel
3

Ibid, pp38
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/sound-effect
5
Aspinall R(1971), as above, pp37
6
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/microphone?s=t
7
Aspinall R(1971), as above, pp46
4
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The mixing panel, sometimes called the audio control desk, control console is the central feature of
any studio. It may be a simple unit built by station engineers or a large professionally manufactured
piece of equipment. Its basic functions are: to switch and mix various sound sources, to master
control the overall gain, to measure the gain. There are analog and digital or hybrid types of mixing
8
panels .

The Radio Industry
9

The "radio industry" is a generic term for any companies or public service providers who are involved
with the broadcast of radio stations or ancillary services.
Radio broadcasters can be broken into at least two different groups:
Public service broadcasters are funded in whole or in part through public money. This may be through
money received directly from the government, or, as in the UK, through a license fee. The license fee
is typically protected by law and set by the government, and is required for any household which
contains equipment which can be used to receive a TV signal.
Commercial broadcasters (also called Independent Local Radio in the UK) are largely funded through
the sales of advertising spots on their radio station. Commercial stations are often quite local, and
may have some public service commitments within their permit.
In the UK, the radio industry regulator Ofcom are looking to establish a third tier of radio, called
community radio. These radio stations will be fairly small and run by community groups.

A Radio Producer
Someone is responsible for every programme that goes out on the air whether it is a simple record
programme, a talk or discussion, the news, an outside broadcast, a musical performance or a drama.
In the broadest sense the man or woman responsible for the programme who organises it and brings
it into the studio is a producer. Yet the term ‘producer’ in radio is difficult to define. Perhaps we can
10
best do so by briefly tracing the way in which the role of producer developed in radio broadcasting .
11

A radio producer oversees the making of a radio
8

Ibid. pp48
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_industry
10
Aspinall R (1971), as above, pp.61
11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_producer
9
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show. There are two main types of producer: audio or creative producer and content producer. Audio
producers create sounds and audio specifically. Content producers oversee and orchestrate a radio
show or feature. The content producer might organise music choices, guests, callers for talk radio or
competitions, timings, and overall show content. They also may produce recorded content, from
shows to radio commercials and commercial bumpers.
The role of a radio producer may also include that of a board operator or technical operator who may
operate the technical controls (sound volume levels, recording software, switchboard, etc.) for
another person, the on-air talent. The producer often used to be in a separate control room, usually
separated from the radio studio by a window, which allowed visual contact while blocking noise.
12
Nowadays this has changed in some ways .
Some producers involved in the field of radio are also sometimes known as "production directors",
"creative producers", "imaging specialists", or even "imaging producers". This type of radio producer
primarily creates and produces audio content for a radio station or radio network. Some examples of
their work are promos (promotional, commercial-like audio clips), jingles and various other audio
clips, better known in the radio business as "imaging".

Production Director
Many radio stations and regional groups of
stations have their own production director
who may oversee any of the above listed
responsibilities daily. Most large radio groups
have their own in-house creative production
team, who produce audio for more than one
station across the group, or even across a
country.

A Broadcast engineering
is the field of electrical engineering, and now to some extent computer engineering and information
technology, which deals with radio and television broadcasting. Audio engineering and RF engineering
13
are also essential parts of broadcast engineering, being their own subsets of electrical engineering .

The Qualifications of a Radio Producer
The qualifications required of a producer, bearing in mind the development of the craft, may be
summed up as follows.
The radio producer should have: a good grasp of the language in which he works so that he can edit
scripts and advise speakers on correct pronunciation, a manner which wins the co-operation of
artists, a skill in instructing and directing other people at the microphone, a good general knowledge
12

https://camerondale.wordpress.com/2012/05/17/radio-roles/
https://camerondale.wordpress.com/2012/05/17/radio-roles/ and also
http://creativeskillset.org/creative_industries/radio/job_roles
13
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and an interest in community affairs, a sense of responsibility, the ability to take the initiative and the
enthusiasm to experiment, a creative turn of mind and a flair for showmanship, an ear for sound and
the ability to conceive ideas in terms of sound, a thorough knowledge of the technical facilities and of
the techniques of radio, a specialist interest.
The outline makes no reference to educational qualifications although some are implied. On this
matter it is worth noting a Unesco recommendation regarding the recruitment of broadcasting
personnel: ‘Present standards are suitable but possession of certificates should not be mandatory.
The emphases should be on talent, creative ability and an aptitude for broadcasting.

Presenter
A radio or television presenter is a person who introduces the items in a particular programme

14

This could be the radio producer him/herself or another person who acts on behalf of the producer
on reading texts and news on the microphone.
These persons, the Radio Presenters, are the voice of a station or programme, whether they work in
speech-based or music Radio. They create the tone and style of radio output and establish a
relationship with listeners. They may work for public, commercial or community radio, on local or
national stations, or for independent production companies. A Radio Presenter’s specific duties vary
15
depending on the programme or station.

Radio Reporter
Radio Reporters identify and research news
stories then present them on air to a wide

14
15

http://creativeskillset.org/job_roles/270_radio_presenter
ibid
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range of different audiences. They may report live from events as they unfold, or record and edit
material to create pre-recorded items for inclusion in news bulletins, or produce longer features or
documentaries.
Reporters may work for a variety of different outlets, ranging from single local radio stations to
international news organisations and their related websites. They may be part of a small local team,
or based in a regional or national newsroom, or in a foreign bureau. Some Reporters may also work
from home.
Some of their work is office or newsroom-based. However, they are expected to spend much of their
time out and about gathering information, witnessing and recording events, and interviewing those
16
involved .

Radio Listener
17

The Radio Listener, is Who listens to radio broadcast (WordReference.com) .

Station Manager
The job title of Station Manager varies throughout the industry but is most relevant to local radio.
In commercial radio the job title Station Director may also be used in reference to the manager of a
local or national station. In some organisations a Regional Director may have responsibility for more
than one station. Most stations also have a programme Controller or Programme Director. In radio
station such as the BBC the job title Editor for Local Radio is used for local station managers, who may
also be supported by assistant editors. The BBC's UK wide radio networks are led by a controller
18
supported by a sizeable management team .

Web Player
All Web Radios have a “web player” which plays the online streaming of sounds/music and the radio
shows that the radio station transmits over the Internet.
Build a stunning web player for your station and embed it directly into your website at the click of a
button.

Radio Advertising
Commercials of various lengths that run on radio
19
station .

16

http://creativeskillset.org/job_roles/271_radio_reporter
http://www.wordreference.com/engr/radio%20listener
18
https://app.hiive.co.uk/job-roles/radio/sales/station-manager/
19
https://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/radio-advertising
17
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More Radio Roles and Job Descriptions
Find more about job titles/description in Appendix A.

Copyright
Commercial stations require two music copyright licenses in order to broadcast licensed music. These
are negotiated by representing record companies and performers and or music publishers and
songwriters for Music. Of course, the schools may use a common license for each country while the

school web radio may arrange that with a central approach; this can give a perfect solution for any
“school web radio”. Read more on Copyright in Appendix D. Of course, using music produced by
students themselves is another good idea to avoid any copyright issues.

The Internet
20

The Internet is generally defined as a global network connecting millions of computers or the large
system of connected computers around the world that allows people to share information and
communicate with each other:
21
22
Information is facts about a situation, person, event, etc. while communicate is to share
information with others by speaking, writing, moving your body, or using other signals.

20

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/Internet.html
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/internet?q=Internet
22
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/communicate
21
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1.2 Concepts
The Internet Radio, the Web Radio
23

Internet radio is an audio service that uses the Internet as a distribution medium of broadcasting
instead of the traditional radio waves. The proper term used for internet radio is webcasting, as it is

not actually broadcast through wireless signals. It is a form of streaming media where content is
usually provided live instead of being prerecorded like some podcasts.
24

Since the project is a project about the Web Radio here is a definition : An audio broadcasting service
25
that is transmitted through the Internet. Broadcasting is to simultaneously send the same message
to multiple recipients.

Webcast
26

Webcast means to use the Internet communication technologies
to broadcast live or delayed audio and/or video transmissions, much
like traditional television and radio broadcasts.
27

28

Podcast , is a radio programme that is stored in a digital form that
you can download or play online internet and play on a computer or
23

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/3108/internet-radio
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/Internet_radio.html
25
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/B/broadcast.html
26
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/W/Webcast.html
27
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/podcast
28
“Radio Programme”, is a broadcast on television or radio, examples, “It's one of those arts programs late at night”. “It's
24

my favourite TV programme” - I never miss an episode., http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/programme
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on a music player (i.e. MP3player).
Web and Internet radio is similar in nature to Internet broadcasting, also called webcasting. However,
those listening to the continuous stream audio broadcast have no control over the stream, similar to
traditional radio broadcasting. Many radio stations worldwide offer their broadcast via Internet radio
to a worldwide audience.

Platforms, blogs, news, advertisements.
Web Radio also need to have a complete platform for audio and data content management and
display and also communication and information services. Most likely, they offer cross digital
platforms for the web and mobile including studio tools, content management and revenue
opportunities for radio managers and producers and also for the users/listener to control what they
hear and see and also interact with the radio producers or other users/listeners. Usually, the platform
includes a blog to engage the users/listeners. In addition, they provide some newsfeed from the
music industry or general news that interests the audience and also user subscription services. In
order to have revenue opportunities web radios in most cases host advertisements
(eg.www.eradio.gr). Some web radios, especially the ones that have a specilisation, usually provide
specific articles or other dedicated information, for example the Global Bach Community,
http://www.bach-net.org/podcast.aspx

Web and mobile streaming services
There are popular streaming services such as the likes of SoundCloud behave a little like a subscription
service, but it includes other kinds of audio too…including podcasts. Also, it may run contrary to your
intuition, but sites such as YouTube, Vimeo, Vevo and all the rest encroach on radio territory too.
YouTube may be a video site, but it can also be used as a radio-like platform, letting you subscribe to
other users and queue up audio to listen to in bed. Of course, there are also satellite streaming
29
services such as the SiriusXM

Radio Devices
Today dedicated hardware devices, commonly called Web radio or Internet radio appliances, can be
purchased that connect to a home network and then to the Internet to play live audio streams.
Internet radio is also called e-radio.

29

http://www.siriusxm.com/
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Types of Radio Broadcasting

30

The term broadcasting means the transmission of audio or video content using radio-frequency
waves. There are two basic types, the Analog and the Digital Radio.

Analog Radio
Analog radio consists of two main types: AM (amplitude modulation) and FM (frequency modulation).
Analog radio station frequently feeds only one transmitter and referred to as an AM station or an FM
station in the U.S. But it is quite possible for a station to feed both transmitters in a similar area, or to
feed more than one transmitter covering different areas. In either case, AM or FM refers only to a
particular transmitter and not to the entire station. The latter arrangement is becoming widespread
throughout the U.S.
AM radio uses the long-wave band in some nations. This
long-wave band comes with frequencies that are fairly
lower than the FM band, and having slightly different
transmission features, better for broadcasting over long
distances. Both AM and FM are in use to broadcast audio
signals to home, car, and moveable receivers.

Digital Radio
Four standards for digital radio systems exist worldwide:
IBOC (In-Band On-Channel), DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting), ISDB-TSB (Integrated Services Digital
Broadcasting-Terrestrial Sound Broadcasting), and DRM (Digital Radio Mondiale). All are different
from each other in several respects.
Many radio stations are now using online streaming
audio services to provide a simulated broadcast of
their over-the-air signals to web listeners. A
broadcaster may also offer additional online audio
streams that are repurposed, time-shifted, or
completely different from their on-air services.
Because no scarcity of bandwidth or obligation for
licensing of online services exists, broadcasters may
offer as many services as they wish. Unlike over-theair broadcasting, web distribution is delivered to endusers by the third-party telecommunication providers
on a nationwide or worldwide basis.

Technopedia explains Internet Radio31
Internet radio refers to audio services that are transmitted via the Internet. Most are associated with
a traditional radio station that simply streams its content over the internet in simulcast with
30
31

https://beonair.com/types-of-radio-broadcasting/
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/3108/internet-radio
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traditional radio signals. Many AM and FM radio stations are now streaming on the web and this truly
live internet radio. This is a growing for many radio companies.
Other internet radio stations are independent. The beauty of internet radio is that it has a global
reach. Anyone, anywhere with a PC, mobile device and web browser can to connect to an internet
radio station.
Internet radio may also refer to standalone devices that connect to the internet via Wi-Fi or a local
area network (LAN) in order to stream Internet radio audio services. These devices are usually shaped
like traditional FM radios for nostalgia, while some manufacturers use a modern design approach.

How Does It Work?32
Online radio is either pre-recorded MP3 files or live, via-a-microphone broadcasts that are streamed
over the Internet.
With online radio, you are not limited to one geographic area or dependent upon syndication
partners picking up your show in order for it to be heard. It can be heard all over the world.
There are three elements to workable online radio.

The source
●

which is you. You add sound such as clips, inputs from CDs, live voice and so on.

The server
●

such as Shoutcast through Shoutcheap.com. They mix it all together, put it into a format that
can be streamed and send it out through the Internet sound waves at the click of a link.

The listener
●

32

because without listeners there really isn’t any point in broadcasting. The listener connects
to your server and can hear anything you’re streaming.

https://blog.crazyegg.com/2013/10/01/ultimate-guide-online-radio-work/
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Types of Web Radio
There are many types of web radio, with the basic difference being of web radio for Commercial
33
(profit making) and the ones that are Non-commercial (not-for-profit). Here are some more types

1. Commercial/national radio - The big stations on your radio such as BBC in the UK, or
owned by media companies, conglomerates and subject to imposed playlist restrictions
and other commercial-focuses directives.
2. Internet radio / podcasts - Some stations broadcast 24/7, others are accessible more
like podcasts.
3. College/non-profit radio - Generally these are independent small concerns, where
the DJs pick their own playlists entirely
4. Community radio - Related to the above, community stations tend to be intensely
local in flavour, and have a wide mix of programme apart from just music.
5. Satellite radio - Multiplexes like Sirius and XM in the States work similarly to cable
TV, in that there are many different stations with their own unique programme.
Some idea on how to start your own (experimental) web radio can be found in appendix B.

Radio Format34
A radio format or programme format (not to be confused with broadcast programme) describes
the overall content broadcast on a radio station. Radio formats are frequently employed as a
marketing tool, and are subject to frequent change. Such Format include the following describe
the operation of different genres of radio format:

● Music radio
● old time radio
● all-news radio
● sports radio
● talk radio and
● weather radio
Formats constantly evolve and each format can often be sub-divided into many specialty
formats. Some of the following formats are available only regionally or through specialized
venues such as satellite radio or Internet radio.

The Music orientated format involve:
33
34
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Pop/Adult Contemporary
● Rock/Alternative/Indie
● Country
● Urban/Rhythmic
● Dance/Electronic
● Jazz/Blues/Standards
● Easy Listening/New Age
● Folk/Singer-Songwriters
● Latin
● International
● Christian/Gospel
● Classical
● Seasonal/Holiday/Happening
● Miscellanies

Spoken word formats

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All-news radio
Children's
Christian radio
College radio
Comedy radio
Educational
Ethnic/International[2]
Experimental
Full-service (talk and variety music)
Old time radio
Radio audiobooks
Radio documentary
Radio drama
Radio soap operas
Sports (Sports talk)
News/Talk
Weather radio

The Radio Show35
Radio is still a great technology used to reach a wide audience, whether in your local area or across
the country. Radio shows can feature music, interviews, journalism, stories, or other audio content
36
37
created or curated by a radio DJ or host .
A radio show is any type of programme broadcast on the radio, or on the Internet in the case of
Internet radio. Radio shows are broadcast in many different formats such as talk radio.
Listeners phone in to the radio programme to air their views. All radio shows have a host and the
show is designed to interest the target listener of a certain demographic so that the advertising during
the show will reach those listeners.
The show host is given a certain time slot to fill. The main draw to the radio listener is either the
music played or the talk or news featured. Most shows are named after their host such as “The Clark
Howard Show”.
Radio shows that play music may have one or two hosts that offer little tidbits of information after a
set of several songs. The hosts also mention the name of the recording artist and sometimes add
news about the artist. Local news, traffic, school closures and weather updates may also be broadcast
during a show to keep listeners up to date.
The hosts also mention the time every so often, usually more frequently on weekday mornings when
many people listen to the radio while getting ready for work or school.
Contests help to draw listeners to a radio show and are a good way to get them involved. Talk radio

35

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-radio-show.htm#
A Radio DJ plays music on-air and discusses music, news, or other subjects on the breaks between
songs[https://www.careersinmusic.com/radio-dj/]
37
http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Radio-Show
36
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gets listeners involved in the topic and gives them a chance to interact with the host and guests by
calling in to voice a comment or question. Some shows also include little plays or skits. The idea of the
radio show as an entertainment venue goes back many decades and predates the invention of
television. Today, Internet radio shows are becoming more common. Average people can podcast
their own shows on independent, or indie, Internet radio.

2.2 What would the Web Radio for
Schools involve?
Based on the experience of European School Radio (http://europeanschoolradio.eu) here is a basic
description of what a School Web Radio comprises of:
● Radio Shows and User Profile Management
● Web Radio User Community
● Help, Learning Material and Educational Scenarios
Analysis of each of the above, follows in the next sections.

Radio Shows and User Profile Management
Registration
The involvement of a radio team will have to follow the process of registration in the Web Radio
platform (http://europeanschoolradio.eu/) creating a “School” account. A profile is created by the
2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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registration process for the account. The registration should be completed by an educator/teacher
who is responsible/accountable for the School. During the process a username and password is given.
Only authorised and registered persons have access to the profile. Every other teacher who registers
is necessarily associated to a specific school account.

Managing Profile
The authorised teacher can manage the account/profile and also regulate the school activities for
every school participant. Visitors can have a complete view of the various activities of a school: profile
description, activities, a list of the producers, a broadcasting history (podcast), etc.

Radio Schedule / Reservation System
The Web Radio platform offers a function for booking any web radio show for every school. This is
done with a specific rational and following various restrictions either subject, school level, availability,
genre or educational zone, etc. The system provides also repetitions of booking in certain days in the
future, depending on the radio show type. More on this function, in later section.

Types of Radio Shows
Three types of recorded radios shows can now be played on European School Radio:
1. Short radio message (spot) up to 3 minutes
2. Short thematic show (dedicated to only one subject) up to 15 minutes
3. Scheduled, Long radio show, such as one hour (56’), two hours (112’).

Uploading Recorded Shows
School recorded radio productions are uploaded on the main platform via a special function. Every
show can be coupled with appropriate picture or description.

Live shows
School radio teams can schedule a live show as long as they have prepare it properly and is
broadcasted live under the supervision of the teacher in charge. After the broadcasting it can be
uploaded on the podcast archive for future reference and availability.

Collaborative radio productions
Schools can create and broadcast collaborative shows. The web platform serves as a database either
to search or communicate and share ideas and messages between schools in order to create these
shows.

Radio Show archive - Podcast
All radio shows on the Web Radio program after their
broadcast, are placed immediately the historical record of
the platform. Transmitted audio files (podcasts) is the
"treasure" of the web radio from where guests have the
opportunity to search for them using search filters with
various criteria.
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Web Radio Programme
The Web Radio broadcasts a complete radio program, 24 hours and 7 days. The program is tailored to
the needs of a student radio and includes musical bands with different musical genres, various
educational or entertaining zones. It also hosts social messages produced by schools, original or cover
songs by students and material of the competitions organised by the student radio.
The implementation and monitoring of the organization of the radio programme (music, bands,
jingles, spots), is on the hands of a leading administration group (Radio Station Directors or
Administrators) for this purpose. The radio automation is accomplished with a radio automation
38
39
software (such as Jazler or AirTime ).

Streaming - Audition
The web radio listeners can hear the broadcast radio streaming of Web Radio through a specially
designed player. This player can be integrated to any website. Finally, the flow of Web Radio
broadcast from popular web services like TuneIn, e-radio and more.
Important role plays the immediate communication or radio produces with listeners at the time of
broadcast. This is achieved via a CHAT offered on the web radio platform. To avoid any intruders who
want to create problems, there is a chat moderator and also spam filter for prohibited words and also
black lists.

Web Radio Community
The web radio provides an area where schools can post anything related to their radio shows or their
school activities in the radio overall. The teachers in charge can:
 “promote” their following radio shows
 Present best practices in the school or classroom
 To get informed for other school radio teams activities
 To comment, support, praise others or to post or repost anything they like
 To create “group” areas where working teams with common interests can collaborate or share
ideas, resources, tasks and responsibilities, start forums, support each other etc. Δθμιουργοφν
ομάδεσ εργαςίασ κοινοφ ενδιαφζροντοσ ςτισ οποίεσ μποροφν να επικοινωνοφν, να
ανταλλάςςουν αρχεία, να ξεκινοφν ςυηθτιςεισ (forum)
 Get informed or participate in Contests, Events, educational seminars , special shows, etc
 To make reservations to events
 To ask for help
 To shape their school profile by giving extra information about their participation in the web
radio, or their school in general.
In the Community part of the web platform others can participate also such as other educators, other
pupils and students, parents and guardians, with restricted privileges on access and commenting.

38
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Help, Learning Material and Educational Scenarios
Wiki, forum, chat, helpdesk, webinars.
Wiki – User Guide
'Wiki' is one of the most prevalent term on the Internet. This term "wiki" actually of "a website that
allows collaborative editing of its content and structure by its users" is quite the interesting story, best
told by Ward Cunningham, the father of the modern wiki.
The important part of wikis—what makes them different from any other type of website—is
collaborative editing by the users. To really appreciate what wikis in and of themselves do, we need
to travel back in time, back to the original days of the web. By looking at what the first wiki was
intended to do, the current state of wiki software will make a lot more sense.
“The idea of a "Wiki" may seem odd at first, but dive in, explore its links and it
will soon seem familiar. "Wiki" is a composition system; it's a discussion
medium; it's a repository; it's a mail system; it's a tool for collaboration. We
don't know quite what it is, but we do know it's a fun way to communicate
asynchronously across the network.” Ward Cunningham, father of the wiki.
In Web Radio, Teachers supported online asynchronously eg. https://sites.google.com/site/Web wiki
site Radiohelp /. There they found the step by step instructions of schools participation.
Teachers can consult a “Complete Participate Guide” in the form of a Wiki, which contains detailed
instructions on steps that must be followed to complete participation in the Web Radio.

FAQ
Abbreviation for frequently asked question: a question in a list of questions and answers intended to
help people understand a particular subject:
40
eg. “If you have any problems, consult the FAQs on our website”.

Help
When using the Web Radio platform, teachers can seek to bilingual analytical help - Help found in
every page describing all actions that can make any point in the application. The online help platform
clarifies any questions that may be present on its use, completion of forms and functionality of
applications.

Forum
To support users of there a service available called “Support Forum”, where they can submit or find
questions on various subjects and for all participation process in Web Radio. The School Radio support
team responds immediately to any questions or technical problems arise.

Webinars
For the successful introduction of teachers and students in the overall activity of the student radio
there are Synchronous and Asynchronous webinars.

40
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Usual Roles in School Radio Teams


Producer / Broadcasters, presenters:

Members who lead, organise, make the radio broadcasts (music, talks, etc.)



Programme Flow Modulator:

Members define when the show or the advertisement spots, will be played making sure that they
schedule properly following the School Teams will and also the Web Radio rules and conditions.



Internet and Multimedia:

Members that are principally engaged in the development and maintenance of the Radio Team’s Web
Page on the Web Radio platform (Community pages), or on Social Media, such as Facebook, Myspace,
Tweeter, Instagram, and more. They are also responsible for making sure that all team members
share information and files or communication among them.



Journalists/Reporters:

Are mainly radio producers working on producing the information that will become the texts/scripts.
Usually they act also as the Script writers or Editors.



Public Relations, Advertising:

These members are responsible to promote the radio show and the radio station to the public. They
communicate also with fans and friends over the Web Page or other Social Media electronic means.



Technical Support/Sound Engineers:

Responsible of the technical equipment and the technical issues such as setting up the computer,
microphones, mixing panels, software, recording, etc.
Many of the roles above may be combined and can be shared among the same persons.
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The Future of Radio
41

42

Still, as Roy Martin , founder and editor at UK publication Radio Today , suggests that “Traditional
FM radio offers reliable sound and has decades of historic listening behind it. Unlike television going
digital, which offered dozens more channels, HDTV and interactive services. Radio on digital isn’t
offering enough extras to make people switch”.
Radio is still a popular medium in America, reaching 59% of the country's population every day. A
43
recent article from Forbes magazine claimed that radio is doing better than ever, despite
consumer's usage of the newer music streaming platforms. The article stated that the second quarter
44
of 2015 had seen the highest number of people tuning in to radio -- ever .
45

On the article “The Future Radio” , “Radio isn’t what it once was, and that “The lines where radio and
music-listening meet have blurred”. In more details, “That 30-year-old battery-powered work-of-art
that sits on your bathroom window sill may be what you immediately think of in terms of ‘radio’, but
it’s now so much more than that. The lines where radio and music-listening meet have blurred,
making it difficult to distinguish what’s what.
“The lines where radio and music-listening meet have blurred”. In the analog days or yore, it was
easier to differentiate ‘radio’, from someone listening to music, say, on their record player. Now, with
Spotify, Pandora, podcasting and all the rest, the waters have muddied”.

41
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Chapter 2 - Making Happen: Guides and
Guidance
2.1 The producer at work46
The work of the producer can be broken down into the following four phases:

●
●
●
●

assignment
preparation
rehearsal
performance

The assignment
This is the programme which the producer has been selected to make. Whatever the assignment it is
necessary first of all to examine it carefully, making ourselves very sure of the answers to a number of
questions.
1.

What is the broadcast supposed to do—is it to entertain, to inform or to educate?

2.

Who is the programme intended for—general listening or a particular section of the
audience?

3.

What is the most suitable way of handling the assignment—as a talk, an interview, a
documentary or in some other way?

Without clear answers to these questions it is difficult to make much progress.
A programme of popular music pieces/songs intended for a wide general audience may fail if the
producer/presenter is too talkative and spends too much time between music pieces/songs giving
information of interest to him but which is of little interest to his audience. This may often happen
with music producer’s programme where the audience may be interested only in the music as a
background but has to suffer from a talkative music producer filling time with irrelevant items of artist
gossip. The producer must be clear in his mind as to which feature of the programme has the greatest
audience appeal—the music or the talk. Again, an educational programme can fail if the producer
becomes too involved with entertaining scenes in the programme simply because he likes the
dialogue or wants to display his virtuosity. Unless the producer has his target audience clearly and
constantly in mind he can very readily fail to satisfy his listeners. A programme aimed at a special
section of the radio audience may need to be scheduled for broadcast at a particular hour—a
programme intended for farmers, for instance, is unlikely to be heard by them if the broadcast takes
place at a time when they are generally at work. Similarly the kind of approach the producer decides
upon must be dictated by a knowledge of the target audience. For example, a medical talk intended
for a general audience must obviously be written in popular terms so that everyone can understand
46
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UNESCO,Published in 1971 by the United Nations, Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
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it. Careful examination of the assignment may reveal many hidden facets which may change our
entire approach. An apparently straightforward talk assignment may, on closer examination, appear
much more suited to documentary treatment perhaps because the scope of the subject is greater
than we at first thought or because it may be easier to understand as a documentary than as a talk.
Unless we familiarize ourselves thoroughly with the assignment we cannot easily set about the next
stage of preparation.

Preparation
Briefing.
Any broadcast is to be written, especially for the talk part, or a play or documentary —we
have to select and clearly understands what is expected. Briefing of everybody involved is necessary,
too with those chosen the music. The briefing should include all we ourselves know about the
assignment. It should suggest possible ways of handling the material. The best briefing is generally a
long chat or brainstorming with everybody to give them the opportunity to discuss the subject and
develop ideas. At the briefing session we can set down, too, the date on which we expect a first draft
of the script—this date should be set well ahead of the broadcast to allow sufficient time for editing
and re-writing should this later become necessary.

Bookings.
Meantime, while the script is being written or the music is prepared, there are things to do in
broadcasting house. A tentative booking can be made for a suitable. The time needed should be
carefully estimated. A 15-minute talk should not require more than a 45-minute studio booking; a 30minute play may need two to three hours depending upon the expertise of the producer and the
experience of his cast. For certain major productions it may be necessary to book special facilities of
certain material or special effects. All bookings should be made well enough in. At this stage publicity
material should also be prepared for use by the announcer and for publication in web radio websites.
Script editing. Once the script has been delivered it must be read carefully for conformity to the brief
and suitability for broadcasting. This is the editing stage of the producers’ work. The writer may be
asked to re-write it entirely or to re-write parts of it, or we may want to do this ourselves, with the
author’s permission, of course. If we hope to make the writer a regular contributor it is worthwhile to
coach him in radio writing by showing him how some words are better for broadcasting than others
and how certain phrases can be spoken more fluently than others. Finally, the script has to be
properly typed and printed or shared among producers/presenters as files (eg. Using cloud
technology). It is useless to expect a good broadcast from a hand-written script even if it is a talk
delivered by the author himself unless he is a very experienced broadcaster. A producer may find that
he needs to train his typist in the proper layout of a radio script so that it is easy to read—sentences
should not be broken between two typed pages nor should control instructions for the technical
operator head a new page.

Casting.
That is, to select the appropriate persons for the roles taken in the radio team, presenters,
journalista, script editors, etc.

Rehearsal
There are two distinct kinds of rehearsal: the dry-run, sometimes called a read-through, and the
microphone rehearsal.
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The dry-run is a rehearsal held in an office, a conference room or an unmanned studio—that is a
studio without the equipment switched on. It reduces the pressure on studios and technical services.
A straightforward talk may need only one dry-run.
Change of pace adds variety. In a musical production, pace is varied by a proper arrangement of the
numbers—a brief fast opening followed by a more gentle mood, then tempo again, sentiment and a
lively finale. In drama the nature of the action itself sets the pace—romantic scenes call for slow and
tender playing, violent scenes gain from rapid movement, scenes which point up the plot need to be
played tellingly.

Preparation for the studio
Before attending the studio for a microphone rehearsal or performance the producer should make a
last-minute check on his organization. Does he have sufficient copies of the script? Pencils? Music
pieces/songs and CDs, if needed? Stopwatch? Only a badly organised producer arrives at the studio to
find he must return to his office because something has been forgotten.

Performance with artists
The producer should arrive at the studio ahead of his artists and make sure that everything is ready—
tables and chairs as required for a discussion, drinking water, pencils and note pads. How many
microphones does he need? What kinds and where are they to be placed? While his artists are
arriving he can discuss some of the likely technical problems with his operator, but once his artists
have arrived he must give his full attention to them.
There are cues to give to different artists, and he must advise his technical operator about coming CD,
disc or studio cues.

Radio Producers – Simple rules
This chapter has emphasized the importance of organization in the work of the producer, but much of
this can be reduced to a few simple rules.

Simple Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Make a full assessment of the assignment.
Select and brief the contributor; set deadlines for first draft and final script.
Book studios and other technical facilities.
Prepare publicity.
Edit script and cast the production.
Have the script properly typed.
Select mood music and sound effects.
Conduct dry-run.
Prepare to go to the studio.
Arrive at studio ahead of artists; advise technical operator of microphone
requirements; supervise setting up of studio.
Microphone rehearsals.
Discuss rehearsals with the operator.
Give cast the final briefing.
Pay full attention to the performance.
Thank artists for their attendance.
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A useful check-list
In some studios a check-list along the following lines has been found helpful. You may adapt it to your
particular needs, and then sufficient copies made so that you have a supply handy for all your
assignments.
The assignment:
Purpose of broadcast:
Target audience:
Method of handling (talk, interview, etc.):
Proposed date of broadcast:
Contributor:
Dates for first and second drafts:
Date for final script:
Facilities required:
Date and time of read-through:
Date and time of studio rehearsal:
Dates and times of effects rehearsals:
Budget allocated for assignment:
Checks:
1.
Have I properly edited the script and written in all control instructions?
2.
Have I instructed typist as to correct number of copies required?
3.
Have I selected themes, bridge music, sound effects, CD inserts? Are CD inserts flagged?
4.
Have I discussed studio and microphone plot with my technical operator?
5.
Have I arranged note pads, pencils, drinking water for artists (in the case of a discussion or
panel game)?
6.
Am I completely familiar with the script?
7.
Have I marked cues and control instructions?
8.
Have I sufficient copies of the script?
9.
Have I forgotten anything?
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2.2 Radio Presentation -Voice and
sounds47
Presentation on the radio
A basic principle of communication over the radio is a harmonious mix of different acoustic sounds
and the voice of the presenter. Whichever type of radio and if present should remember:
Voice, is the greatest weapon a radio station has to keep its listeners tuned and happy.
Knowing well your audience, this facilitates communication with them and determines the type of
relationship we can develop with them.

Characteristics of a Good Radio Voice
Pace - Rythm
To check your pace should speak at normal speed by pauses to give breaths.
A proper pace /rythm allows the reading of a large text in a stable manner with no fluctuations in
speed from the beginning until the end. The correct rate will help you to save your breath before you
finish reading the text.

Tips
●
●

If you feel out of breath when reading a text, review your phrases to make them as short as
possible.
If you can not find your regular pace, try to imagine that you are talking with a friend and
start from there.

●
47
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The same applies even if you speak without any text, of course.

Pronunciation / Articulation of speech
In order to fully understand you needed good pronunciation. Words must be pronounced correctly
and uttered whole.
Do not cut the words. Radio pronunciation must be correct. And correct pronunciation means proper
pronunciation. Notice how you articulate the sounds when speaking.

Using your voice / Intonation
Since on the radio there are no images, the voice is the main instrument that can transmit emotions.
Presenters need to learn to convey the feelings of the text with their voice.
For example, a happy announcement can not be read in the same tone as the announcement of a
tragic incident.
Use the right tone at the right time. Consider the intonation of your sounds/voice using variations of
timbre and tone; make it more base, musical, fanny, straight, depending on your mood and the
nature of the words or news you are reading/speaking.

Feelings - Emotions
The voice conveys emotions. Listen to one of our friends on the phone, we can usually tell whether
s/he feels good or bad. And radio listeners should be feeling the text emotions through the voice of
the presenter.
So apart from having a pleasant voice, the radio presenter will have to learn to use it in order to
express his/her feelings and emotions

Variation of the voice tone -Intonation
When one reads for the radio, the voice should make variations in tone. There are times that the tone
should be higher and others that should be lower. In some words or phrases the presenter should
give more emphasis than other words and phrases. For example, the beginning and the end of a story
need to be differently said.

Breathing
Breathing is for speaking the same as punctuation for written text. For example, short breaths
correspond to the commas of the text. Longer and deeper breaths correspond to periods or dots;
used also to designate the end of a phrase or the end of an idea.
When writing scripts for radio is always useful to note the long pauses in your text. You can use the
symbol “ / “

Silence - Long Pause
When you are talking on the radio, avoid silence and long pauses. Your listeners can not understand
what is happening and can choose to change station.
Do not panic if you confuse a word. Take a breath, re-read the word and continue as if nothing had
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happened.
Always be prepared in case the next scheduled broadcast is not ready for any reason. Have a good
alternative in any case.

2.3 Guides and Rules for School Radio Show Production
What makes a radio show "good" and "qualitative"?
The last years of the European School Radio, school radio teams have created thousands of radio
shows from students and schools. With this great experience in trust with the aim of developing radio
and improvement of students' skills to deal with it, here are some general recommendations for
ensuring the "quality" of radio shows.
So, starting we recommend initially, before recording a full time show, prepare and record small
“audio spots” of 30 second, or 1 minute with, some news, and experiment in different pronunciation
styles; this will give you an idea of the result of the work done on the radio.
Here are some more specific tips to make better a show:

Tips
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Each show must have a clear structure
We prepare carefully our words and in the best case, we write everything down on paper or
computer.
Each show must have a focused and clear purpose
Equally important are the spoken words, not only the music
Use the right music and try to use open/free license music, preferably music produced
originally by school groups or students
Better use only One or Two narrators/voices
Be very conscious of "what" will be heart on air.
Use humor but not "giggling"
Be decent and show courtesy, no nerves or shouting
Respect sources and creators

In more details:
● The words are mostly important: A show without words but only music, is not a radio show.
The presenter should speak after one or (at most) every 2 songs. Otherwise, the listener has
the feeling that he hears a “non-human” playlist.
● We prepare our words and cues: We avoid activating the microphone without knowing
beforehand what you are going to say. The presenters/announcers should be prepared
before they speak. Improvisation sometimes is good, but you should have a general idea of
what you/they will say. Besides, improvisation st be avoided but when is applied it should be
specific and only related to a special theme we have chosen for this show. Musicians and all
artists know very well that the improvisation requires they know very well the basic musical
theme and also the "instrument" which in our case the secrets of voice, audio, microphone
and other related matters. Always be ready to quickly and calmly respond to emergency
situations. Rehearse what you would do if presented with various scenarios.
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●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

48

Be a good listener. It will help you better organise your thoughts before preparing your own
show.
Each show must have specific theme or subject or topic: Whether the show is musical,
informative or educational, must have a topic. Therefore, broadcasters will have to do a
research before the run the show about their topic.
Each show must have a clear structure: beginning, middle and end. During the show there
should be variations to the listener not to be bored. Fluctuations either in music or in the
“background music”, or both. For example, choose songs both rhythmic and calm. We avoid
to play ballads only or dance music since this may tire the listener. Of course, if the show is
dedicated to specific music genre or artists this rule does not apply.
One or two voices: It is preferred to have only one or a (maximum) two voices at one time on
air. More than this numbers usually cannot cooperate effectively. Many people on the
microphone usually leads to talk over each other thus creating noise and confusion to the
listener. If a radio group consists of more than two people (producers/presenters ) it is
acceptable that they go on air after every song as different dyads. If however you decide to
have "pluralism", it is advisable to take someone the lead as a coordinator and regulates the
order of speakers.
Speak clearly and slowly, especially when giving your call sign to someone you have never
worked before. Do not pause for long, but is good practice to short Pause either with music
or short silence between speaking to give a “breath” to listeners.
Watch "what" will be heard on air. Obviously we can have a dialogue with our co-presenter,
but words like "hey!," "foolish!", “Idiot!” and similar expressions definitely should be
avoided. We create our own radio persona-style so we are searching the style of our speech,
we choose the theme and the music that accompanies it.
With humor but not "giggling": The humor is great and it is nice to tell a joke, but do not
scream with laughter with an open microphone. We laugh, but not to an extreme degree,
because suddenly raises the "treble" sounds and creates a terrible fuss.
Use the appropriate music that suits the content of your show. In addition, try to use
public/free license music, preferably music produced originally by school groups or students
Courtesy and decency: We always talk politely and decently on the microphone. Someone
who is rude and insolent does not sound right. As we said before, we never use bad words; in
addition, we try to avoid irony and black sarcasm. Always be polite regardless of the
circumstances. If not, avoid “transmitting”. Develop good operating practices. You will be
doing your part in helping insure the continuance of a long and proud tradition of selfregulation.
Promote friendship and goodwill to all contacts either visiting you during a live show, or on
the social media or on the phone or any other medium.
Respect sources and creators: our sources must be checked and always indicate clearly,
when we use other’s work and mention the creators(remember that the Internet is not
always safe and valid field). Ιf this is not possible during the middle of the show, we should
do it before the show ends. For example we can say “in today's show the following songs /
48
tracks were heard in turn ....”

Some material came from http://campus.murraystate.edu/org/msuarc/goodoperatingpractices.htm
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2.4 Preparing a “flow” / “cue” sheet for broadcasting
49

When doing live shows is appropriate to prepare a flowchart or cue sheet for you and the
technician. In this way the technician and the presenter knows exactly what will happen next on the
show.
Order

Action

Person

Material

Duration

Cues

1
2
3
4
5
...
25

Order of actions: Indicates the order in which actions should be made. Any action that requires action
by the technician is noted here.
Action: Name of the action. It will be effective to correspond a proper title of the action on the text
with the action description with to make it easily identifiable.
Person and roles: Relate actions with specific persons or roles. This allows all participants in the studio
(also technicians) to know exactly which part of the cue sheet must be
executed/made by whom.
Material: Designate the format of the material you are going to use, ie. CD, DVD, USB files, minidisk,
PC, Hard Disc, etc. and also the file format such as mp3, ogg, wav etc. This helps
the technicians to know what kind of equipment to use.
Duration: The duration of each audio file. Including fade-ins and fade-outs.
Cues: Are the last words of a story. The technical listening to them will know that it is time to make
the change to the console of the next audio track.

49

https://www.ascap.com/news-events/articles/2005/cuesheets
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2.5 School Radio Team – Overall Actions
As explained above, the school web radio have many components and functions. Here, this guide will
suggest specific actions that can be taken for each component.

Managing Profile
Actions - Start of the School Year:
● Study the Participation Guide of the Web Radio - Use the Web Radio Wiki
● Create the Radio Team(s)/Group(s): it consists of one teacher or more and a small group of
students each of them has parental approval to record his/her voice for the radio production
● Prepare your “school radio studio”
○ get a microphone and a laptop
○ find a quiet room to make it your studio or use your school’s radio studio
○ try to use on the surroundings sound absorption/isolation material
● Work on your radio project within the school curriculum or even in the context of
extracurricular school activities(e.g. environmental, cultural etc), either applying educational
scenarios or not
● Register to Web Radio Platform by creating an account for the School Radio Team and for
each teacher.

Prepare your radio shows









Every radio team prepares their radio show starting from choosing a name for the team and
a Title for their Show and finishes with the recording and submission of the audio file.
Other elements involve, introductory and ending part of the show, selection of the type and
subject of the show, choose music, choose or create a representative graphic or picture for
the show, create a list of participants etc.
In each show the school name, the producers and all participants are mentioned, the radio
name and any other element is required to make the show interesting , identifiable and
unique.
Research, collect, infiltrate, focus and organise the content of the show. Write the final script
and use all the other guides described in the current manual.
Decide on the show genre, style, music, sound effects, choose and train the presenters.
Have access to appropriate software for audio recording/editing or for live broadcasting. You
can use any software but free and open source software such as Audacity for audio recording
and editing, and MIXXX for live broadcasting are preferable.

Prepare and schedule your radio shows
Action- Schedule your show on the radio
If you want to be broadcasted a specific day and time, you have to make a reservation/book it using
Web Radio Platform following some straightforward steps.
See your show reserved/booked on the Radio Scheduler system/Booking System
Action- Upload your show OR broadcast Live
- Upload your show (produced sound file) on the platform, in order to listen it on the radio according
to the schedule, or broadcast your Live show
- Broadcast your live show on the radio at the booked date and time, using special DJ Software like
Mixxx, which is free (open source software) and you can find many easy guides on the Web.
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Radio Show archive - Podcast
Podcast Archive
If you miss a show you can always find it and listen, in the Web Radio Podcast Archive. You can search
among thousands of productions, using filters.

Streaming - Audition
Time to Listen to the European School Radio
Invite all: your students, friends, and colleagues, parents to listen to your radio show at the scheduled
date and time and communicate with your audience through the Web Radio School Radio Player Chat
In the Community of the web platform:
Action - Get Support
submit your questions to the Support Forum of the Web Radio Community and get the answer from
the support team or another member of the community.
Action -Share your experience in the Web Radio Community
●
promote your work
●
be informed about Web Radio news
●
like or comment other posts
●
socialize with other Web Radio teachers and radio groups
●
create common interest groups
●
Share best practices and more
Action -During the School Year
you can produce radio shows but you can also:
●
attend to webinars
●
participate to seminars and conferences, organised or contributed by Web Radio
●
Join in Educational programmes
Action - you can also:
●
Meet in person with other radio teams
●
Compete at the Song and Radio Spot Contest

2.6 Creating a radio short “radio spot” - A quick guide
Audio editing with the Audacity software and Webquest. Based on the the European
School Radio Station http://europeanschoolradio.eu
This guide is mainly targeting educators who lead a school radio team but it can be used by anybody
interested in producing a short radio spot.
In 30 - 60 seconds, a good radio spot grabs attention, involves a listener, sounds interesting, creates a
mental picture, spins a story, calls for action and manages to keep your “product” on center stage.
Using free software and creative sound recording/editing course in a short workshop, you can do it in
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your class and the students would probably show some interest in learning new skills.

How to do this?
In order to achieve your goal, you need to be methodical and organised. You will be informed firstly
about how the computer “records and edits" sound and how it converts it into a format that can be
stored and processed.
Then you need to learn and use popular environment free software, such as “Audacity”, to handle
digital audio. You will see examples of sound editing, mixing and creating audio files through this
software.
At the end of the process you will have succeeded in preparing and creating an audio file, a radio
advertisement for your broadcast.
Explore sources that will give you rich and illustrative information to achieve your goal. Use the free
Audacity audio editing software that can be found on the internet and has to be installed on your
computer.

Audacity
Audacity is a free open source software that is recommended for the educational purposes all over
the world. Especially in Greece it is promoted by Panhellenic School Network
(http://opensoft.sch.gr/node/1353).
Audacity is a very valuable open source digital audio editor. It is cross-system, that can be installed
and operate in different operating systems available free of charge and is not short on features
compared to the respective commercial applications.
It operates with multiple audio tracks, provides full audio editing capabilities (silence, copy, trim, split,
duplicate, generator tons, multiple effects, amplify, bass boost, echo, fade in / out, reverse, reverb,
etc.) and is expandable with the plug-ins it uses.
Audacity is a programme that manages digital audio waveforms. In addition to recording sounds
directly from the programme, it has the ability to import audio files of various formats (formats),
including WAV, AIFF, MP3 and Ogg Vorbis. The PCM formats of 8, 16, 24 and 32 bits may be imported
and exported.
Briefly some of the capabilities of Audacity is
●
Cut, copy, paste, delete, mute (silence), duplicate, separation (split)
●
Application of plug-in effects to any point of a sound
●
Integrated volume envelope editor.
●
Customisable spectrogram track view mode
●
Frequency analysis window for audio analysis applications
●
Custom playback rate for every track.
●
Alignment functions for tracks and groups of tracks
Apart from the obvious practical reasons (economic, availability, compatibility) there are others who
advocate the free open source software as Audacity software in schools. Public or Free license
software permits students to learn how software works. Some students, when they reach
adolescence, want to learn everything about the computer and its software. They feel an intense
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curiosity to read the source code of the programmes they use every day. Only free software can
allow it.

Online Resources:
Online resources about audacity
●
●
●
●
●
●

Interactive video tutorials with Audacity http://edutorials.gr/audacity-tutorials
Digital Sound Processing using Open Source Software http://www.audacity.gr/
Audacity in Education http://wiki.audacityteam.org/wiki/Audacity_in_Education#Links_for_
teachers
Educational Uses of Audacity and Podcasts
https://dscaudacity.wikispaces.com/Educational+Uses+of+Audacity+and+Podcasts
Download Audacity http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/?lang=el

Online resources about Webquest
●
●
●
●

Plan to build WebQuest http://zunal.com/webquest.php?w=106194
Webquest for IT courses http://users.sch.gr/evagel/webquest
Easily create Webquest - Standards http://zunal.com/index.php
The actual Web-Quest of the above in Greek http://aesop.iep.edu.gr/node/23739/6019

Useful Equipment:
Required digital media is of course the lab, computers, a projector, connection to the internet. The
sound recording and editing needs will require additionally:
● A Microphone and headphones at each of the computers where pupils will work in groups (4
persons in each group Installed Audacity software on all computers
(http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/?lang=el ).
● In addition, if the computers have Windows operating system the MP3 Encoder LAME, which
allows Audacity to export files MP3 should be installed.
● Speakers, of good quality if possible, at least in the host laboratory. Also if permitted by the
network, creation of a shared folder for the placing of the final spots, so they can quickly be
gathered and displayed to the whole class.

Lastly...
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Undertake the roles of every radio team such (eg. Producer, presenter, technician or sound
engineer, journalist, reporter, editor, etc) and:
Write the text of your ad spot that includes the name of your radio show and transmission
time
Select and download the music track that represents you from the youtube using
http://www.youtube-mp3.org/gr tool. If you wish, you can use some sound effects from
http://www.freesound.org/ .
Launch Audacity software that is installed on your computer and record the text
Edit it and export it as an Mp3 format.
Note: Use your own headphones to listen to the sound of your computer to avoid disturbing
other groups.

Done perfectly, a radio spot is a one-on-one conversation with a single target audience, written and
produced so well that the listener hears the introduction and says, in essence, " I want to hear this."
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2.7 A Short Radio etiquette (broadcast etiquette)50
Rule 1: Don’t laugh or shout into the mic.
Rule 2: If you’re hosting a show, make sure you know what the job entails
Rule 3: If you’re going to host a show, make sure you think clearly, express yourself well, and are
genuinely interested in your guests and the topic at hand.
Rule 4: Hosts shouldn’t think that listeners and viewers are as shallow as they are!
Rule 5: Kids are always listening at home or school, so No bad words or dirty jokes just to prove
you’re “in.”
Rule 6: DJs’ standard practice of playing music in the background and alternately raising and
lowering its volume is really irritating—so, stop!
Rule 7: Start your programme on time!
Rule 8: Always remind yourself what a privilege it is to work in the broadcast field, where you can
influence many people—hopefully, for everybody’s good.
Rule 9: If you make a mistake, own up, apologize—and mean it!
Rule 10: Don’t think you “own” the airwaves, the public has just “lent” it to you—so, be on your best
behavior and always observe the rules of broadcast etiquette!

50

Nestor U. Torre(2013), Radio-TV talents should observe broadcast etiquette, Daily Inquirer, June 01, 2013,
@inquirerdotnetPhilippine, http://entertainment.inquirer.net/96537/radio-tv-talents-should-observe-broadcast-etiquette
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2.8 A long version of the Radio etiquette51
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

51

Always be prepared, never walk into a radio studio with a blank canvas.
Mention the station name at least every 15 minutes.
Be Local - learn about the area that you are broadcasting to. Sound knowledgeable about the
area, check pronunciation of place names if unsure.
Look after your support staff, treat news/sport readers with respect. Listeners tune in for this
information as much as they do to listen to you.
Smile when you're talking, this may sound a strange thing to do but it's been proven to make you
sound happy and nobody likes listening to somebody that sounds bored.
Try to put your personality into your links - talk about yourself and things that have happened to
you. Building a relationship will give them a reason to tune in to listen to you.
Paint pictures - make use of imagery on air - use links in a way that paints a picture in the mind
of the listener.
One thought one link - most listeners will only take in so much information at one go, if you hit
them with three different items by the time they have heard the third they will probably have
forgotten what you said at the beginning. Do not waffle, think about who you are aiming each
link at, plan ahead and if you have nothing to say then just play the music, your audience will love
you for it.
Create a show clock for each hour and use it to plan out your features and what you intend to
do. If you are presenting on a music station plan your features around the music. After you have
added in news, sport, weather, travel, Q cards, competitions and scripts you’ll be surprised at
how full it can get.
Promote ahead and sell the next feature, competition, song, presenter or whatever it may be.
You should always be looking to the next 15 minutes to keep your audience listening just that
little bit longer.
Keep links short into breaks, use Q cards or teasers to features or strong songs that are on the
way in the next 15 minutes. (Q cards= a list of cues you can use)
Always monitor off air as listening off the desk does not portray what is being transmitted. The
station may have a fault and gone off air and you're carrying on doing fabulous links that are
going nowhere.
Try to do a voice link every two songs but this will probably depend on your stations policy. Too
many links will get in the way of the music and you will become annoying. Use short regular links
not long spans of music and then 4 minutes of speech. If you can get it said in 30 seconds the
better.
Never talk out of breaks - play a station ID and straight to music. The listener may have just had
to endure 4 mins of ads and doesn't want another 2 mins of presenter waffle.
Don't deliver the same links every time, vary your links and content. Sitting down before a show
and working on your show preparation should eliminate this
Don't promote the next presenter too early it's a better idea to throw ahead to their first few
songs then in your very last link you can say up next is Sam Smith.
Check new scripts Q cards, promos before reading on air - you don't want to be the one to find
the spelling mistake or the line that doesn't make sense.
If the station is running a competition make sure that you understand any elements that may
involve you.
Only talk about the weather that will immediately affect the listener. 8-10 hours ahead is ample
- unless it's Friday and everybody is looking forward to the weekend or to a special event.

The art of radio presentation, http://www.pauldenton.co.uk/PresenterTips.htm (March 2017)
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●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Don't put listeners on air unless you are in delay. This is very risky as you can't guarantee that
they will not swear or say something libellous. You could record the conversation whilst a couple
of songs are playing then if all is good play the piece out after the songs finish. At the end of the
day it's you that could be in trouble for allowing something to go to air that breaks broadcasting
rules.
Always prefade your tracks - do not trust your music scheduling computer. If a song has a proper
end then let it finish before talking. Do not talk over the beginning and the end of a song - this
really annoys listeners especially if it is their favourite song.
Respect the music. Ask the question is it necessary to back announce every song you play
especially if it's a really well known one.
Have a studio log and list information you have given out in your show so other presenters can
follow up on it or promote it for you. It's also useful for if a listener calls asking for the charity
phone number that was given out 2 hours ago. You will have the information at your fingertips
and you just made another happy listener.
Don't mention other radio stations or other station presenters even if they are in the news as
this just gives the opposition free publicity.
Where a popular feature or show has been moved due to restructuring of the schedule, talk up
the change at the old broadcast time.
Do not cut short songs to insert a feature such as the news, it's bad and lazy that you can't be
bothered to do a few sums. Learn the art of backtimimg...
Never criticise the music because as far as the listener is concerned all the songs were chosen by
you.
Make sure you're fully aware of the broadcasting codes and regulations.
Remember to check social media and emails during your show. It could be you that has a major
story or humorous item first.

And finally if you have something amazing to say then say it but don't be afraid to shut up. If you have
nothing interesting to say then just play the music your audience will love you for it.
Remember....YOU....are an entertainer YOU....are trusted YOU....are a friend, on the radio, in the
community, on the phone YOU....are lucky! = NEVER abuse your position.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A - Radio job descriptions and job titles52
For more Radio job descriptions, visit, http://creativeskillset.org/creative_industries/radio/job_roles ,
https://app.hiive.co.uk/job-roles/radio/departments/all/ (accessed March 2017)

APPENDIX - B How to start and host an online radio
station?
There are a couple of common methods to get your online radio station up and running.
Find more on https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/ultimate-guide-online-radio-work/

APPENDIX C - Examples of Web Internet Radio
https://www.internet-radio.com/

APPENDIX D - Other Resources
Radio Broadcasting Tips, By Nancy Wagner, eHow Contributor,
http://www.ehow.com/way_5231618_radio-broadcasting-tips.html (March 2017)
How To Present On The Radio...., by Paul Denton
http://www.pauldenton.co.uk/PresenterTips.htm (March 2017)
Ethics and Operating Procedures for the Radio Amateur, http://labyrinth13.com/EthicsForRadio.pdf
(March 2017)
Copyright
“Commercial stations require two music copyright licenses in order to broadcast licensed music.”,
http://www.radiocentre.org/policy/copyright/ (March 2017)
Copyrights Basics for Radio Stations & Webcasters, (copyrights, particularly for college and high
school radio stations), http://www.askcbi.org/webcasting-information/webcasting-and-copyrightsfor-radio-stations-the-basics/ (March 2017)

52

https://css-tricks.com/job-titles-in-the-web-industry/
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2 Conclusion
The purpose of this deliverable was to create a booklet on Web Radio Understandings and
Guides with Web Radio Etiquette, mainly to educators and students of the NEStOR project
so that they all understand the concepts and terms in a common way. Having said that, this
booklet is also a good reference for any partner and stakeholder involved in the School Web
Radio and Media Literacy in education. The outcome is based on the already experience
European School Radio (http://europeanschoolradio.eu).

Disclaimer:
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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